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MCO> 3D

GENERAL DIRECTIONS. \^„^^.

The pupils are to be taught to rely solely upon the iudement of th.estimating form, distance, and proportion In fl,»
'"^ J"°e"«nt of the eye in

points are given, which afford suZ ra" U f lolZZT'^' f'-'^r
'"'

the use of rule, or mechanical aid unnetssarr An nt^'^^T ^e^?^^^^^^exercises suggested, will rapidly develoD the n„nil=' „
'"7."'S^"* "^^ of the

~ry, and give facility aifd powerS^l^^tj^^ '^'^""^'' '""'

It is essential, however, that the teacher should have the mean, ^f t , .^
correctness of the drawings and of proving to his ounlk I ! rf"^

*''"

cism; a pair of compasse; and a rul divfded fnto
^'1'^ "' °^ "^'^ ""'"

will suffice for thepurpose. and these sho^faiwT; beatw'
''^^'°"^' '"''

to s?u;s>t.trgretr''^^'"
''- -^"^ -^ '-^^' -^ ^^ ought

A tolerably soft pencil should be used (H. B. is the best^ rnf f. i

point. It is impossible to make a good cir drawilg^-ri' M^t p^"!'
'"'''

The left side of a figure should usually be drawn first U ,„.ii „ .

advisable to begin by making a slight slfetch inlL 1 wh^TeTtrappears to be correct, draw it firmly with a distinct but no^ I b acl ine
"
ndavoid pressing the point of the pencil heavUy upon the paper

'

Hold the pencil loosely and easily, not too near the point. In light sketchingof curves ,t may be held two or three inches from the point A 'f''V, u
two inches long should be discarded, or used only wiA a holder.

' *'''"

The teacher will, of course, forbid thf> r»nr^iIo *^ ...-. .,. . • - .

i-,,^,... ,^. ,vci uiu poinc oi ihe pencil.
India rubber for erasing should be used as sparingly as possible, and in thepreliminary exercises on straight lines it will not be required at all.

I*

i

?
i
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BOOK NO. 2.

In Book I. the pupils have been taught by progressive lessons the use of the pencil, and have
had some practice in the drawin,'? and arrangement of lines, the dividing of lines, and the judg-
ment of distances and spaces upon a Hat surface.

In Book II. the pupils are required to attempt what is one of the mnin uses of drawing,
namely, the representation of solid objects upon a flat surface ^y means of lines.

For thisp-irpose models have been prepared from which the pupils are to draw. In choos-
ing these models care has been taken to select forms which will present a similar outline from all
parts of the class-room, and of which the simple geometric outline, ^vithout shading or perspective,
will convey an idea of the form.

Such solid forms as cubes or prisms, though apparently simple, are unsuitable for the present
purpose, as their representation, when seen from more than one point of view, as they must be by
a number of pupils, involves difficulties of perspective which we have not yet considered.

Simple cylindrical or conical forms are also unsuitable for the first models, ar. the straight
lines by which the outline must be represented do not convey the idea of rotundity. Fur instance
the geometric outline of the side of a cylinder, v/ithout perspective or shading, i; a simple paral-
lelogram, and is precisely the same as that of a square block, or pri:;m, of similar height and
width.

*

Simple vase-forms are best to begin with. The models, which form part of this course of
drawing and which cannot be dispensed with if it is to be of any real value, serve: first to teach
the idea of representing solid form by outline ; secondly, to give instruction in various curves, and
thirdly, to store the memory of the pupil with conceptions of graceful form.

The first model is in outline a simple reverse segmental curve, but the others are taken or.
adapted from the antique.

The mind of the pupil does not at first readily - .sp the idea of representing form by outline.
In a vase, for instance, what appears to the eye is tht vase itself, round and of whatever colour it
may be, and not a space on flat paper surrounded by a line.

To overcome this difficulty we let the pupil copy the outline of the vase before drawing from
the object itself. The pupils then see that the outline does truly suggest and represent the vase.

Still further to rimplifv the mental process and to tench the pupil hoiv Ij se-. and what to look
for in the^ outline, the first step of all is to draw the curve which forms one side of the vase.
analysing its proportions, and observing its relation to and variation from a vertical straight line,'

*.^,j^.,^ s.t.v txizxj cii-wi ^THius u^ u:>c;u as u co'iiotruciiUai iinc la drawing liie biue of the vas€.



mode, .:;i d'^rr^
''- ^'^'^ ^^^^''^^ ^-- ^^" «^t cop, in the hook, comparing it .ith the

Fourth Drawing the outline from the model.
iMfth. Drawing the outline from memory.

^"terspersed with the lessons upon object dr',.vin„ •

from the flat copy. Some of these nro onlltj^^^^^^^^^^ % Po^t.nuatioa of exercises in drawing
again from n.omory. Others are outlines ofrJuL olecT '/'r

'"'^"-^ "^'^ '" '^'^'^ '^ ^^

-

JO make drawings from similar objects at home or in i,'
'' '^'^ ^''P''" ^''""'^ ^'^ encoura,ed

it from memory. '' "^^
^°'"'^' °' ^" ^^^ class, or to observe an object and draw

In drawing from the models the teacher should carefullv nKfor correctness in :^
carefully observe the work and give marks

1. General proportion of width to height
2. Relative height of parts.

3. Relative width of parts
4. Dewing of cuaine, including quali., of Una as .e„ as ...h and beau.v of contour.

e
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Reverse curves arranged to form a pattern. Observe that the continuation of

each curve forms a quarter of a circle. Draw the figures on construction lines in

square to right, first in faint line, and when correct, in firm line.



fntlt "'"'• ^°''^' No. .. Lcfore the class andgiven below. compart: with it the outhne

^9^T^^^''t:^':!i'z^^^^ up,,. ,.. ....„
ftrence of a circle.

Copy on guide lines given the

portion IS part of the circum-

tlK- whole ouilincTon ;on;;;;^;i;;n"n:n^;^;^^
''^ "'^^ ""''''' --' then draw

«i

,Jt """ ^""'"^ ""^ '^^° -'^^ °f - -mple curve is called the base of the

I^tne liordcr.-Sketch ,n faint Ime and finish with firm line.
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vJompIetc tiie sketch of ornament in faint line, and then trace the whole
lirmiy.

Draw the crnament a^:ain below twice
; first on construction lines given and

then upon construction lines similarly placed by the pup-l.



Place Model No. x before the class and point out proportions.
Let the pupils draw it upon guide lines given below.
Begin by trisecting the vertical line-bisect the upper part. Draw fainthon^ontal lines across point of division, and on these iLsplae po nt! fndi

the vase are JJ li- T V '^"'•^^*"'-'^ '= "•"« ^"d that the tu-o sides of

;e;resent:re:ioulding^.'"'^
'" '™ '"" '''^^^ '^^^ ''™-' ^^"- ^^^'^^

SI

Model No. I, from the vase.

aftenrdstitlXroJe^'"
'"^"'"^^ °" ^'^'^ ^ Pra'^;i::;:;;::rn,par.„g



raw faint

ints indi-

, first the

o sides of

es which

An Elhpse.-Hold up a hoop before the class. Seci sidewise it is a circle, seen edgewise it
appears to be a straight line. In turning it from sidewise to edgewise the circular form appears
to become flattened, and is called an ellipse, or is said to be elliptical. Different forms and
positions o. ellipses are shown and are to be carefully copied upon the diameters and guide-lines
given. For practice or review let the pupils draw ellipses, more or less flattened and in different
positions, giving their own construction lines.

paring
The peach and lemon are examples from nature of elliptical form ; draw them

oh guide lines to rie:ht.
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feTc.at<.s.r„rva,urosbci„gattl.eup,K,„„,. '
"" "'"'"' '"^' ^"^^

Copy the curves of each siMe „f i!,,. vase „, ,.„l i i-
•

t!- whole o.Uli„e o„ co..truc.io,. h..es to ih;.
' '"'" '''''"• '''"'' "'-' .''-^

Af

Con.inuo and complete the border, first plac.ng vertical constntction lines.
''^^*^*^'*^'****

'
"'

I > I II III!
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n' outline*!

l>.'irt and

lion ilravv

/

lines.

All oval is a plane fiji^ure, the outline of which is the shape of an c:,'f^, one end
larger than the other, it thus differs in form from an ellipse, which has both ends
alike.

The altitude of a circular or elliptical curve, represented hy a linepjrj)en-
dicular to the base drawn from it to the highest part of the curve, is m the
middle of the. curve.

The altitude of an oval curve will be on one side of the middle of the curve.
Draw u. various oval forms • complete and repeat them by the aid of guide

lines given.

Let the pupils make drawings at home from eggs or other oval forms.
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The pear is given as an example of an irrcp.
nlar oval.

Draw it on oblique axis, or construction line,
Kivcn. Sk-dchtheoval in faint lines; then draw
tlu.' p. ar with a f.rni line. Add stalk and eye.

Draw va.sc from the model (No. 2) of size
ncliral, I l.y construction lines

; i each side of
centre draw guide lines for outhne of side at a.
chstance from each other equal to the width of
iop and bottom of vase. Observe that the neck
IS onc-fonnh of the wliole height, that the lower
curve k part of an oval, and that its altitude, or
j:rcatest doxiation from the vertical line which
forms its base, is just about the middle of the
vase.

draw Ihc whole ornament on guide lines to right.

c
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!ft, then

Draw vase here from rnodel No. 2.

II



ft

Jn drawing the jar begin by lightly sketching the oval which governs the

lliji

12



•w. Pro-

Jtline on

sJh"/.':" ,"lr
"' """-'»''"

" """•""« """"="- »»• ""

2rns the
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Draw vase No. 2 from the model on the opposite page, placing construction

lines as in previous lesson. Tlic truth of outline will depend upon the width of

top being in proportion to the height.

Complete sketches of ornaments and (rice the whole in firm line.

r A



struction

width of Copy the ornaments again in

squares below. First draw construc-
tion lines, and then lightly sketch the
<. cine.

/
/

Draw vase here from Model No. 3.

Draw one of the ornaments smaller

in this square.

15
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Waler Bottle. (Model No. 4.) Place the model before the class. Explain

t^fc ot rn.?of^ :i:h"'" "^'"'l' "4?, '7'"'^ ^P^^*^' <= »"'• sphencal, and show tlm"

Copy the outline of each side and then the whole.

• I

Examples of Greek mouldings—the first is the ovolo or egg and dart mould,mg. Draw them on opposite page, the progressive steps being indicated in the

I

r



Explain
low that

rical the

Draw upon this page, enlarged to size indicated by construction lines, the
ornamental forms given on pages 5 and 10.

I

.mould-
i in the

i

17



A leaf of clover and enlarged drawings of the wild mustard and potato

flowers are given as examples respectively of trefoil, quatrefoil and cinque foil,

or three-leaved, four-leaved and fivc-leaved forms.

In drawing these examples carelully observe the construction lines. Divide

each :dc of the circumference into three parts for the trefoil and into five parts

for the five p ted "lower. Sketch first in faint line.

z8



nd potato

nque foil,

s. Divide

I five parts

/
V

Repeat Trefoil.

Draw water-bottle from Model No. 4
on construction lines to right.

Model No. 4.

19



right.
^''''^'' '"^'^ °" vertical construction line to

If,;

ovafZl^lJZr'"^^'' " '''''''''' '' construction lines. Observe the



i compare

draw the

ion line to

•^1 7^ )

Jrve the
r

l^<^^^^^^^!:^^^ ^eaf .,h seven leaflets
•on Imes. Complete the unfinished sLtch in f-,?^-'' ''""f?

"'^ ""= <=°nstruc.
hne. add.ng theveins. Draw the whK.ce ^X'on gulJi^telTCel'"

'"^



Complete unnnishecl .Icctch of example ami trace the whole it, firm line.
1 IH .) draw U ,n full on gni<lc lines on ilu« opposite page.

A Fret BoRDER.-Suitable for tiles or oil-cloth. The key to its constructior
^v.I be found ni the uprij;ht and diagonal squares. One diaL^onal beinrr bisccte(
and the otiier trisected.

ion

1



Model No.

•^

Model No. 5.—A Greek vase. Draw it from the mrwi i r 1 • 1 ,•

THsect the v„.cai lines to fine, position ofpn^S^Z.':, S."
'"'"^"'"'-



Place Model No. 6 before the 'class and compare with it the outline given
below. Observe peculiarities of curvature and proportion, and draw outlines of
sides. Then draw the whole on construction lines to right.

Carved mouldings from the antique. Begin by placing vertical lines.

24



ine given

Litlines of
Drr

lines

)r.-av vases here from Models No. , a.ul 3 of size indicated by construction

I

1.
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Complete sketches of figures and then trace in firm line. Repeat unnnopposite page. .

^vepeat upon

26
ifi



at upon Draw vase from Model No. 6 on centre I'ine, of heiRln indicated.

V

In the circle draw one of the figures from pase ipage 1 8.

27
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EXAMINATION AND REVIEW

The drawings of the pupils during the term u ill afford the best general test of their progress.

In further examination upon spocin! ix)ints the purposes for which the various exercises have
been given must be considered. Many of the earlier examples are simply for practice in (Irawing
and dividing lines. Others, especially the ornamental forms, it is desirable to repeat in order
that they may be committed to memory.

In examination and review exercises it is essential that no ruler or mechanical aid should be
allowed.

The following problems suggest some of the points upon which it may be desirable to test the
comprehension and attainments of the pupils :—

1. Draw parallel straight lines as may be directed-horizontal. vertical, or oblique.
2. Divide these lines into 2, 3. 4, or 5 etpial parts.

3. Draw a semi-circle, or arc of a circle, and divide it into a given number of equal parts.
4. Draw a square. Inscribe a circle within it. and describe a circle about it.

5. Within a circle draw an octagon, or a hexagon.

6. Draw and describe a reverse curve. Draw parallel reverse curves.
7. Draw an oval and ellipse and point out the difference between these figures.
8. Draw some objects of oval and elliptical form.

9. Draw a reverse curve, one part of which shall be an arc of a circle, and the other partof an oval. ' ^

10. Draw, within a given short time, one or more of the vase forms from the model
11. Copy, within a given short time, one or more of the ornamental forms in the book
12. Draw from meniory any of the models, or the ornamental forms which have been drawn

often enough to impress them upon the memory.

'A :l
^;^^7,^'°'" '^^^°7 ^^^ ^^^"^P^^ ^''^°"^^ ^- shown to the pupils so as to be clearly

identified, and then put out of sight. ^

10



THE CANADIAN DRAWING COURSE.

The book, comr .«; in thi. Drawing Course-
have been »pec,a Uy designed .o mea. the require
nientso. the Public Schools of Canada. The
sene, will be found al» well adap.ed for u« in
pr.va,e classes. The lay.ngofagood foundation
or more advanced ar, .raining has constantly^en kept in view. "

Ex,..rie„ce show, that a large proportion

; ">; P-P'l' leave the Public Schools be-
ore the course of instruction is completed.
Mo., of them will have, in after life, to earn
'l>«r l.vmg by some kind of handicraft, and
not a few must begin to do so at an early

'

»(;e^ The exercises in these books will be found
'o be of such a character as to prove of prac-
..cal ufhty to pupils leaving school at any stage
before completing the course.

In the pursuit of almost every mechanical
ca Img. and of many others. Drawing pro-
nJes a means of expressing form better
han can be done by the mere use of words
".swith this application of it. in elementary
education, that we are chiefly concerned
The limited time that can be given .o

Drawtng i„ the schools makes i, imperative
I

"-a" out of i„ boundless field of study, such
portions should be selected a, win be most use.
"' '° ''"' 'najority of the pupils.

^___ThefoUowi_„go,ectsare deemed of primary

>. To train the eye to the accurate perception
of form, s,« and proportion, and to exact-
"«» .n the measurement of distances and
angles.

"

' To train the hand to freedom and rapidity
of execution, and to readiness of expression.

3. To .rain the memory to accurate recol-
'-'.on of the forms and arrangement, of
objects.

4. To cultivate and refine the taste bv rh.
study, delineation and recJlection of beautiful

These Objects are sought to be attained by
instruction in :—

I. Freehand drawin/r of lines ««^ «
from the flat.

' ^^ ^«^'"

a. Freehand drawing of solid objects.
3- Constructive drawing.

4- Memory drawing.

5. Elementary perspective.



BLANK DR AWI NG BOOKS.
Designed to accompany the CANADIAN DRAWING COURSE, manufactured

from very fine Drawing Paper and

eONTAINING 24 PAGES. PRICE 6 CENTS EACH.

THE HEW m IMPROVED COPY BOOK.
Especially designed to ensure the easy progress of the pupil from the time he enters school

till a beautiful, legible, and rapid handwriting is formed.

I^BAD PE.'VCIIi COUR8K, tn two Nnmben. SHORT COURSS, in fonr IVuiuber*
COmPIifiTE COURSE, In eight Number*.

Writ'ng Masters pronounce it The Best Series Published.
THE MOST BUSINESS-LIKE, THE MOST PRACTICAL, AND THE MOST

EASILY TAUGHT.
In these books all practice on fragments of letters is left out, ord-building is begun in the

first lessons, and the letters are at once made to mean something > the pupil.

Book A contains the thirteen short letters
and the stem letters t, d, p and q, singly, and
combined in short words and phrases. Prac-
tice in tracing the figures is also given. As
the beginner's hand is entirely without train-
ing, it is at first guided by allowing him to
trace the letters. He is gradually introduced
to independent work by tracing and writing
alternate lines.

Book B contains the loop letters, singly
and combined in words with the short letters.
The capitals are introduced in the last half
of this book, and the short easy sentences given
as copies review all the small letters. A dis-
tinctive feature of this book is a duplicate copy
in the middle of each page.

No. 3.—This book contains all th capitals
iuui'uuuocu in tiio oraer oi loriiiatioii, ji special
copy of figures, and on the last 12 pages, short,
simple sentences. The size of the writing is
that of a standard business hand.

No. 4 contains sentences in the centre of
each page, and words of six or seven letters at
each side. Should a pupil leave school after
mastering this book, he will have sufficient
writing for all pracioal purposes.

No. 5 contains long sentences, in a bold
commercial hand, the full length of the line.

No. 6 is similar to No. 6, but teaches a
smaller hand, suitable for ladies. The style
is clear, open and attractive, and very suitable
for ordinary correspondence.

No. 7 contains business forms for boys,
promissory notes, drafts, orders, receipts, et*'.,

in a bold business hand, giving a variety of
current capitals and combinations for signa-
tures.

No. 8 is a finishing book for girls, contain-
ing passages of prose and poetry, notes of
liiviiauxcii nuu repiieB, ttuu vtiriuus other
forms.

Nos 9 and 10.—Current angular hand
for laditis, who prefer it to round hand.

THE "TEACHER'S GUIDE TO WRITING" fully explains 'how to teach th»
•object— Pric« bf mail 25c •
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